DataScribe Management & Analysis Software

WinDataSoft 2

Effortless Operation
WinDataSoft 2 is built on our 10 years experience. This
easy to use Windows NT/95/98 package provides the
advanced features youve requested. From our Internet
instant upgrade support to its built-in calculations,
WinDataSoft sets a new standard for productivity and
ease of use! Need to fax a graph? A single click will
convert it from color to monochrome with symbols.
Tired of having to restart your logger after every data
retrieval, and the multiple files, or lost data this can
cause? Our systems retrieve the data without interrupting the logger. Whether you work in degrees F or C,
global scale settings insure it works the way you do. We
designed WinDataSoft to solve problems not create
them!

A complete status report is displayed for every
logger or data file!

Advanced Capabilities
WinDataSoft 2 allows unlimited multiple plots on the
same graph. You can add graph annotations and save
them with the data file. It gives you complete control
over scales, graph properties, and selected calculations.
Save the setup you like as a custom configuration, then
apply it to any other data file with single click ease!
WinDataSoft 2 works hand-in-glove with our pocketportable Transporter data shuttle allowing fast,
effortless data retrieval and logger management in the
field, or on the docks. WinDataSoft 2 and our
DataScribes are fully Year 2000 compliant.

Multiple graphs and complete control of all
graph properties, including scales, is a snap!

Powerful Calculations Built-in
With WinDataSoft theres no need to struggle with
exports and spreadsheets! Our software is the only
one that includes the most desired calculations and
treats them just like any sensor! Just go to the

display pick-list and select the calculations you want to
add. If any additional information is needed to
perform the calculation enter it in the window that
appears, then click Ok. A plot of the results is added
to the graph. If you browse or export the data, the
calculated values are included. It doesnt get any easier,
or more accurate!

Logger setup is a breeze using easily
navigated dialogs!

Selecting the calculations and sensors to graph is
effortless using our display “pick-list”!

Manual scale control lets you graph
& analyze only selected data!

Alarm features are easily
configured in WinDataSoft!

Calculation Dialogs

WinDataSoft 2

Many of the advanced calculations built into
WinDataSoft 2 require additional information such as
user selectable thresholds, atmospheric pressure, and
the like. Shown below are a few of the many calculation dialogs. For a complete listing of the included
calculations and their formulas visit our Web site.

Chill hours track the total hours below a temperature.

Growing degree-days are used to track the development of an organism. We include 10 methods!

Mildew index is used in viticulture and agriculture.
WinDataSoft includes the most used methods.

Compare our WinDataSoft 2 to
Onset’s BoxCar Pro 3.0
Feature

WinDataSoft

Year 2000 compliant
Yes
Automatic unit identification Yes
Data retrieval stops logger
No
Context sensitive help
Yes
Allow user sensor calibration Yes
Delay of alarms & min/max Yes
Date/Time customization
No
Export graph to bitmap
Yes
Export data to Excel, 123
Yes
Export daily min/maxs
Yes
Browse daily min/max data Yes
Customize graph properties Yes
Plot with symbols
Yes
Overlay multiple graphs
Yes
Automatically set scales
Yes
Set scales manually
Yes
Graph annotations
Yes
Save annotations with data Yes
Save/Restore graph settings Yes
Create custom configurations
and apply to any file
Yes
Internet install & upgrades
Yes
Built-in Calculations
Yes
Calculations plotted w/ data Yes
Calcs treated like sensors
Yes
Calculate Dew Point
Yes
Calculate Wet Bulb
Yes
Calculate Abs Humidity
Yes
Calculate Comfort Index
Yes
Calculate degree-days
Yes
Calc growing degdays
Yes
Calculate Mildew Index
Yes
Calc Wood Equil. Moisture
Yes
Calculate Chill Hours
Yes
Calculate Shelf Life
Yes
Calculate permanence index Yes
Calc mean kinetic temp.
Yes
Create custom calculations Yes

BoxCar
Yes
No
Yes.
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Limited
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Limited
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Your Avatel Representative:

Stores, museums and pharmacies use shelf life and
permanence index to manage perishables and archives.

No Risk
Prove to yourself that a DataScribe system is the
perfectly affordable solution for your application.
Take advantage of our 30 day satisfaction
guarantee. If youre not completely satisfied for
any reason return it for a complete refund.
Visit our Web site at http://www.avatel.com or
give us a call at (707) 961-1016
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